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1. Using the combined us.csv data (table 1), the model we will be looking at is: immigt = β0+β1wagest+
β2gnppct + β3unempt + εt.

(a) (5%) Run the OLS regression and present coefficients, standard errors, and t-tests (e.g. p-values or
stars) in publishable table format.

(b) (5%) Plot the dependent variable, all independent variables, and the residuals over time. In a few
sentences about each, what do you observe?

(c) Run Durbin-Watson (4%), Breusch-Godfrey (4%) tests and the Gauss-Newton regression (4%) on the
residuals. What do you conclude?

(d) (8%) Take first differences for all four variables and re-estimate (and present) the model. Repeat the
tests on the new residuals. What do you conclude?

(e) (10%) Write a one page summary of you substantively, in layman terms, conclude about the relationship
between immigration levels, wages, GNP per capita, and unemployment rates?

2. Using the same data, investigate the regression: log(wages)t = β0 + β1log(gnppc)t + β2strikest + εt.

(a) (10%) Test for unit roots in wages, log(wages), gnppc, and strikes.

(b) (5%) Perform the regression, report the results in publishable table format.

(c) (5%) Perform a unit root test on the residuals.

(d) (10%) Assuming the model is cointegrated, estimate the short-term and long-term elasticity between
wages and GNP per capita.

3. (30%) Hibbs (1977) claims that unemployment is lower under Democratic presidents since 1948. Performing
whatever estimations or tests you think necessary to see if the same holds for the 1980-2010 period, using
the presidents.csv data file (table 2). Write a brief (one page) report on the estimations and tests
performed and on the substantive conclusions.1
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1To see how even the most well-known methodologists in political science can get confused interpreting time-series effects, see
Hibbs (1983).
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year Year
immig Immigration
uspop Population
money Money stock
strikes Strikes
coffee Coffee consumption
suicide Suicide rate (per 100,000)
emp Employment (male)
unemp Unemployment rate
gnp Gross National Product
gnppc Gross National Product per capita
cpi Consumer Price Index
wages Wages
copper Price of copper (not US specific)
wheat Price of wheat (not US specific)
chicken Price of chicken (not US specific)
phone Price of New York - San Francisco phone call
oil Oil price (not US specific)

Table 1: Variables in combined us.csv, all annual data on the United States.

year Year of observation
party Political affiliation of US president
unemployment US unemployment rate
president US president
lunemployment US unemployment rate (t− 1)
l2unemployment US unemployment rate (t− 2)
lparty party at t− 1
l2party party at t− 2

Table 2: Variables in presidents.csv.
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